Dynamic spectra of planetary radio emissions depend on physical and geometrical conditions: emission process; energy of emitting electrons; angle between the source magnetic field and the wave direction, which varies with frequency; location of the observer... Their modeling is an intrinsically 3-dimensional problem for which a code has been developed: SERPE / ExPRES (Simulateur d'Émissions Radio Planétaires et Exoplanétaires / Exoplanetary and Planetary Radio Emissions Simulator). This tool has been successfully applied to the modeling of arc-shaped radio emissions generated by the Io-Jupiter electro-dynamic interaction, as well as of Saturn's Kilometric Radiation dynamic spectra. It allowed us to determine the energy of the emitting electrons, to identify the important of the oblique mode in the rarefied auroral plasmas of Jupiter and Saturn and to clarify the link between the Io-Jupiter radio emissions and of the UV spot at the magnetic footprint of Io. In light of these results, we will briefly review the characteristics of radio emissions related to Jupiter's aurorae and to satellite-Jupiter interactions.
